
How to dispose of garbage in Yuki City 

・Household garbage should be taken to  

the designated collection site on the designated collection  

days by 8:00 a.m. You cannot dump garbage on days other 

than the designated days. Please cooperate to keep the collection site clean.   

・Please ask someone living in the same block (the house owner or caretaker) that where 

the designated collection site is located.  

・Garbage bags should be transparent or semitransparent so that the inside can be seen.  

・Garbage bags should be of a size and weight that make them easy to lift with one hand.  

・Garbage bags should be tied securely. 

Attention: Dumping garbage in a site other than a designated site is a crime (illegal dumping). 

Obay the rules of garbage collection. 

 

 

Combustible garbage （Twice a week） 

・Collection days are【Monday and Thursday】or【Tuesday and Friday】,depending on each 

district. Confirmyour district. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

・Combustible garbage consists of the following. 

 Kitchen wastes, paper scraps, plastics, futons and blankets (should be folded and tied 

securely with string), and wood scraps (pruned branches with a diameter of less than  

10 cm and a length of less than 50 cm, and should be bundled into a size and weight 

that make them easy to lift with one hand). 

 

 

Incombustible garbage （Twice a month, first and third wednesday） 

・ Incombustible garbage consists of the following.  

Glass, earthenware, small-sized home appliances,metal, etc. 

※As a rule the longest piece should be 30 cm or less.  
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Attention: How to dump spray bottles and gas cartridges. 

①Use up completely.  ②Drill a hole.  ③Place put in bag different 

 from other incombustible garbage bags.           

Attention: How to dump disposable lighter. 

①Use up completely.  ②Place put in bag different from other  

incombustible garbage bags.       

 

 

Large-size refuse（1 time per month） 

・Large-size refuse is small-sized furniture，bicycles, home appliances, etc. 

・Confirm the date of collection with the environment calendar-Kankyo calendar. 

 

 

 

 

Attention: TV, air conditioning, refrigerator, washing machine,  

clothes dryer, and computer cannot be collected. Please ask to a specialized trader.  

 

 

 

Things that cannot dump in the garbage collection site  

4 items of home appliances(TV, air conditioner, refrigerator or freezer, washing machine or 

clothes dryer), computer, Automobiles tires and batteries, agricultural chemicals, paints, 

containers with fuel remaining inside, large-sized furniture, ashes, fire extinguishers, office 

garbage, industrial waste, etc. 

 

, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

【 Inquiries】Yuki City Civil Life and Environment Division 

（TEL. 0296－34－0370）   
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How to dispose of recyclable waste in Yuki City 

※As there is case that the collection site of recyclable waste and the collection site of 

household garbage are different, please confirm surely in advance. 

※Generally, apartment houses has no the collection site of recyclable waste. So please use 

actively the 24-hour recycling station. 

 

 

Common Items 

・Recyclable waste should dump by 8:00 a.m on the designated  

collection days. 

・Do not put in the basket with the condition that was placed in  

the bag. (Except clothes). 

・Empty the contents and rinse them with water.  

 

 

Confirm the recycling mark of "aluminum" and "steel" of aluminum 

cans and steel cans and sort them. 

 

When put cans: 

・Confirm the recycling mark 

“アルミ (aluminium)”and“スチール (steel)”  

of aluminum cans and steel cans and separate them. 

 

 

・Remove caps and labels on plastic bottles without fail.  

・Plastic Bottles that can be put are only those of drinks and soy sauce.   

・Confirm the recycling mark “PET” .  

 

 

・White trays that can be put are only those of white Styrofoam. 

・Styrofoam trays can be broken easily by hand. 

 

・Other types of plastics such as 

Trays with patterns and colors 

Plastic bowls of instant noodle      should be transferred from the bag you bring, and 

Transparent packages of eggs       put in an exclusive bag. 

※Confirm the recycling mark“プラ (plastic)” . 
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When put paper products:  

・Newspapers, magazines, corrugated cardboards, wastepaper, paper packages should be 

separated and each tied. 

・Should be bundled into weight that make them easy to lift with one hand. 

・Clothes should be put in a bag so as not to get wet in the rain.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

When put bottles: 

・Beer bottles and isshou bottles are limited to  

those that were not broken or chipped. 

 

 

・ Isshou bottles are limited only those of Sake. 

※ Isshou bottles of oil, sauce, vinegar cannot be dump as Isshou bottles. Please separate 

the bottles by color-transparent, brown, and other colors and dump them. 

・Do not remove labels from bottles.  

・Do color classification thoroughly (transparent, brown, and other colors).  

(When it is difficult to judge whether transparent, it can classify as a bottle of other color ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When put hazardous waste: 

・Put the dry cells into a yellow basket. 

・Put the fluorescent lights into a blue basket. 

※Broken fluorescent lights, LEDs, and incandescent lightbulbs are incombustible arbage. 

 

 

 

 

 

【 Inquiries】Yuki City Civil Life and Environment Division 

（TEL. 0296－34－0370）   
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24-hour Recycling Station 

※You cannot dump other than the specified items (combustible garbage, incombustible 

garbage, large-size refuse, and hazardous waste). 

◇City Hall Old government building north side parking ◇ 

 Specified items：Aluminum cans, steel cans, plastic  bottles, other plastics, 

 isshou bottles, beer bottles, transparent bottles, brown bottles, and 

bottles of other colors. 

 

 

←Por registrar este código QR, o mapa será aberto. 

  

英語（リサイクルステーション）  
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How to dispose of recyclable waste in Yuki City 

※Generally, apartment houses has no the collection site of recyclable waste. So please use 

actively the 24-hour recycling station. 

 

Common Items 

・Do not put in the basket with the condition that was placed in  

the bag. 

・Empty the contents and rinse them with water. 

 

When put cans: 

・Confirm the recycling mark 

“アルミ (aluminium)”and“スチール (steel)”  

of aluminum cans and steel cans and separate them. 

 

・Remove caps and labels on plastic bottles without fail.  

・Plastic Bottles that can be put are only those of drinks and soy sauce.  

・Confirm the recycling mark “PET” . 

・White trays that can be put are only those of white Styrofoam. 

・Styrofoam trays can be broken easily by hand. 

・Other types of plastics such as 

Trays with patterns and colors 

Plastic bowls of instant noodle      should be transferred from the bag you bring, and 

Transparent packages of eggs       put in an exclusive bag. 

※Confirm the recycling mark“プラ (plastic)” . 

 

 

When put bottles: 

・Beer bottles and isshou bottles are limited to  

those that were not broken or chipped. 

・ Isshou bottles are limited only those of Sake. 

※ Isshou bottles of oil, sauce, vinegar cannot be dump as Isshou bottles. Please separate 

the bottles by color-transparent, brown, and other colors and dump them. 

・Do not remove labels from bottles.  

・Do color classification thoroughly  

(transparent, brown, and other colors).  

(When it is difficult to judge whether transparent, 

 it can classify as a bottle of other color). 

 

【 Inquiries】Yuki City Civil Life and Environment Division 

（TEL. 0296－34－0370）  
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